Higher National Graded Unit specification
General information for centres
This Graded Unit has been validated as part of the HNC Creative Industries: Professional Writing
Skills. Centres are required to develop the assessment instrument in accordance with this validated
specification. Centres wishing to use another type of Graded Unit or assessment instrument are
required to submit proposals detailing the justification for change for validation.
This Project based practical assignment Graded Unit is designed to provide evidence that the
candidate has achieved the principal aims of the HNC Creative Industries: Professional Writing Skills
award. The candidate will plan, develop and present a portfolio of original material for an identified
target audience. This material could also be used to support employment and Higher Education
applications and interview situations. The work necessary to complete this assignment should
demonstrate the candidate’s creativity, self-motivation and synthesise knowledge and skills acquired
throughout the HNC in Creative Industries: Professional Writing Skills award. The progression
stages to achieve the completed portfolio should be evaluated by the candidate by way of a review of
how best to tackle such a project in the future.

Graded Unit title:

Creative Industries: Professional Writing Skills:
Graded Unit 1

Graded Unit code:

F26M 34

Type of Graded Unit:

Project

Assessment Instrument: Practical Assignment
Credit points and level: 1 HN credit(s) at SCQF level 7: (8 SCQF credit points at SCQF level
7*)
*SCQF credit points are used to allocate credit to qualifications in the Scottish Credit and Qualifications
Framework (SCQF). Each qualification in the Framework is allocated a number of SCQF credit points at an
SCQF level. There are 12 SCQF levels, ranging from National 1 to Doctorates.

Purpose: This Graded Unit is designed to provide evidence that the candidate has achieved the
following principal aims of the HNC Creative Industries: Professional Writing Skills award:

 to foster an innovative, enterprising and creative approach in candidates
 to enable candidates to progress to further academic or professional qualifications, either before





embarking on a writing career, or parallel to it
to develop key skills for employability
to provide a basis for future career and personal development
to build on previously acquired transferable skills
to develop and apply a range of vocational knowledge and skills to the business of writing and
selling pieces of writing
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General information for centres
Purpose (cont)
 to produce a portfolio of completed work, possibly including some published material, useful for
consideration by publishers, as material for readings, as a sample of work for employers, as
evidence of an interest in the arts and media, as proof of personal achievement, and/or for entry to
academic institutions
 to develop the ability to analyse ideas and extend them across forms or genres

Recommended prior knowledge and skills: It is recommended that the candidate
should have completed or be in the process of completing the following Units relating to the above
specific aims prior to undertaking this Graded Unit:






D7MB 34
DM0V 34
DM0W 34
F1C0 34

Creative Writing for Vocational Purposes
Creative Industries: An Introduction
Creative Project
Creative Writing: Generating and Pitching Ideas

Core Skills: There are opportunities to develop the Core Skill of Communication at SCQF level 6
and the Planning and Organising and Critical Thinking components of Problem Solving both at
SCQF level 6 in this Unit, although there is no automatic certification of Core Skills or Core Skills
components.

Assessment: This Graded Unit will be assessed by the use of a Project which will take the form of
a Practical Assignment. The developed Practical Assignment should provide the candidate with the
opportunity to produce evidence that demonstrates she/he has met the aims of the Graded Unit that it
covers.
A project brief would be a good choice of assessment tool as it would allow the necessary scope to
fulfil all assessment tasks and produce a portfolio of original work for possible wider presentation at a
later date.
Evidence of the evaluation component must cover both the planning and developing stages and the
building of the portfolio of work.
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Higher National Graded Unit specification: instructions for designing the
assessment task and assessing candidates
Conditions of assessment
The candidate should be given a date for completion of the Practical Assignment. However, the
instructions for the assessment task should be distributed to allow the candidate sufficient time to
assimilate the details and carry out the assessment task. During the time between the distribution of
the assessment task instructions and the completion date, assessors may answer questions, provide
clarification, guidance and reasonable assistance.
Reasonable assistance is the term used by SQA to describe the difference between providing learners
with some direction to generate the required evidence for assessment and providing too much support,
which would compromise the integrity of the assessment. Reasonable assistance is part of all learning
and teaching processes. In relation to the assessment of Higher National Project-based Graded Units,
assessors may provide advice, clarification, and guidance during the time between the distribution of
the project instructions and the completion date, ie at each stage of the project.
Remediation allows an assessor to clarify learner responses, either by requiring a written amendment
or by oral questioning, where there is a minor shortfall or omission in evidence requirements. In either
case, such instances must be formally noted by the assessor, either in writing or recording, and be
made available to the internal and external verifier. In relation to Higher National Project-based
Graded Units, learners must be given the opportunity for remediation at each stage of the project.
The evidence for a Higher National Project-based Graded Unit is generated over time and involves
three distinct stages, each of which has to be achieved before the next is undertaken. This means
that any re-assessment of stages must be undertaken before proceeding to the next stage. The
overall grade is derived from the total number of marks across all sections, and should reflect the
ability of the learner to work autonomously and the amount of support required. In relation to
Higher National Project-based Graded Units, learners who have failed any stage of the project and
have been unable to provide the necessary evidence through remediation must be given the
opportunity for re-assessment of that stage.
Any learner who has failed their graded unit or wishes to upgrade their award must be given a
re-assessment opportunity, or in exceptional circumstances, two re-assessment opportunities. In the
case of project-based graded units, this must be done using a substantially different project.
The final grading given must reflect the quality of the learner’s evidence at the time of the completion
of the graded unit. Learners must be awarded the highest grade achieved — whether through first
submission or through any re-assessment, remediation, and/or reasonable assistance provided.
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Higher National Graded Unit specification: instructions for designing the
assessment task and assessing candidates (cont)
Instructions for designing the assessment task
The assessment task is a project. The project undertaken by the candidate must be a complex task
which involves:





variables which are complex or unfamiliar
relationships which need to be clarified
a context which may be familiar or unfamiliar to the candidate

The assessment task must require the candidate to:






analyse the task and decide on a course of action for undertaking the project
plan and organise work and carry it through to completion
reflect on what has been done and draw conclusions for the future
produce evidence of meeting the aims which this Graded Unit has been designed to cover

The project consists of three stages:





Planning
Developing
Evaluating

For this Graded Unit Practical Assignment the candidate will be given or may select an assignment
brief which requires the production of evidence that itemises the different stages of Guidance on
grading candidates planning and selection of target publishers/output. Reference should be made to
time management, methods of collecting information such as interviews and other communication,
strategies and an end evaluation of the overall practical assignment with respect to these targets.
Furthermore a portfolio of original writing specifically targeting the selected publisher/output will be
completed and professionally presented.
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Higher National Graded Unit specification: instructions for designing the
assessment task and assessing candidates (cont)
Guidance on grading candidates
Candidates who meet the minimum Evidence Requirements will have their achievement graded as
C — competent, or A — highly competent or B somewhere between A and C. The grade related
criteria to be used to judge candidate performance for this Graded Unit is specified in the following
table.

Grade A

Grade C

Is a seamless, coherent piece of work which:

Is a co-ordinated piece of work which:



interprets an assignment brief and
presents sufficient evidence for the three
essential phases of the project which is
produced to a high standard, and is quite
clearly inter-related



has sufficient evidence of the three
essential phases of the project and is
produced to an adequate standard



demonstrates strategic thinking



demonstrates an evaluative approach



demonstrates ability to overcome
difficulties without diminishing quality
of stated end product



demonstrates the ability to handle
difficulties



demonstrates an insightful interpretation
of the practical assignment brief



demonstrates and articulates an
interpretation of the practical
assignment brief



contains original material which is
highly focussed and relevant to the
publisher/output associated with the
assignment brief



contains original material which is
focussed and relevant to the
publisher/output associated with the
assignment brief



demonstrates exceptional application of
skills to produce material which has
impact and is presented to high
professional standards



concludes with production of material
presented in an acceptable format for the
genre(s) selected and corresponding
professional standards



contains clarity and well structured
progression details throughout and the
language used is of a high standard in
terms of level, accuracy and technical
content



contains structured progression details
and the language used is adequate in
terms of level, accuracy and technical
content



consolidates and integrates required
knowledge and skills



consolidates and integrates knowledge
and skills but this may lack some
continuity and consistency
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Higher National Graded Unit specification: instructions for designing the
assessment task and assessing candidates (cont)
Grade A

Grade C



demonstrates critical analysis of original
plan and aims and objectives



demonstrates comparison against
original plan and aims and objectives



contains conclusions and
recommendations that demonstrate
insight and effective use of evidence



contains reference to evidence,
conclusions and recommendations

The project will be marked out of 100. Assessors will mark each stage of the project, taking into
account the criteria outlined. The marks will then be aggregated to arrive at an overall mark for the
project. Assessors will then assign an overall grade to the candidate for this Graded Unit based on the
following grade boundaries.
A =
B =
C =

70% — 100%
60% — 69%
50% — 59%

Note: the candidate must achieve all of the minimum evidence specified below for each stage of the
project in order to achieve the Graded Unit.
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Higher National Graded Unit specification: instructions for designing the
assessment task and assessing candidates (cont)
Evidence Requirements
The project consists of three stages: planning; developing; and evaluating. The following table
specifies the minimum evidence required to pass each stage.
Note: The candidate must achieve all of the minimum evidence specified below for each stage of the
project in order to pass the Graded Unit.
Project stage

Minimum Evidence Requirements

Stage 1 —

A planning document which shows evidence of:

Planning


the selection and interpretation of an assignment brief



the different stages of planning and selection of target publishers/output



analysis of the requirements of the project brief, by setting 4 objectives
and identifying the key factors affecting the project



selection, justification and development of a strategy for managing the
selected practical tasks, taking into account resources and time available



identification of a wide range of resources required to carry out the
project, including sources of information, contacts and equipment



identification of type of original material to be produced

The planning document should:






identify clear timelines
make reference to time management
make reference to methods of collecting information such as interviews
and other communication
identify strategies and an end evaluation of the overall practical
assignment with respect to these targets
show the application of critical and evaluative thinking, problem
solving skills and self-directed learning

The candidate must achieve all of the minimum evidence specified above in
order to pass the Planning stage.
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Higher National Graded Unit specification: instructions for designing the
assessment task and assessing candidates (cont)
Project stage

Minimum Evidence Requirements

Stage 2 —
Developing

Evidence of the candidate implementing the plan, carrying out the project, and
managing the practical task in the form of product evidence which shows:


production of minimum evidence for each element in a planning
document with clear timelines identified



four objectives developed and commented upon



effective application of practice - justification of assignment



Evidence showing the application of:
— Critical and evaluative thinking
— Problem solving skills
— Self-directed learning



appropriate contacts/communication



development of creative idea(s)



production of a portfolio of original writing specifically targeting the
selected publisher/output completed and professionally presented



effective presentation techniques - awareness of industry standards



integration of interdisciplinary skills



effective use of resources

The candidate must achieve all of the minimum evidence specified above in
order to pass the Developing stage.
Stage 3 —
Evaluating

An evaluation of the effectiveness of the approach taken to carry out the
project, to implement the plan of action, to achieve developmental tasks and
an appraisal of lessons learned by candidate in terms of strengths and
weaknesses of ‘project management’ skills.
Evidence of:


appropriateness of choice of task



action planning skills



implementation of developmental phase
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Higher National Graded Unit specification: instructions for designing the
assessment task and assessing candidates (cont)
Stage 3 —
Evaluating



response to any modification to tasks/difficulties encountered and
overcome



identification of effectiveness of ability to complete assignment



lessons learned if undertaking similar task in the future



conclusions as to how the process could be improved, with
recommendations for any future attempt



detailed evidence to support all aspects of evaluation

The candidate must achieve all of the minimum evidence specified above in
order to pass the Evaluating stage.
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Higher National Graded Unit specification: instructions for designing the
assessment task and assessing candidates (cont)
Support notes
The Graded Unit allows candidates to plan, develop and evaluate a project which involves elements
from a cross-section of those mandatory Units studied on the Creative Industries: Professional Writing
Skills course. Practical Assignment briefs for this Graded Unit which are appropriate within the
scope of creative writing may be selected by the candidate, but will require to be approved by the
tutor.
The candidate may discuss with the tutor and agree on a suitable assignment brief that can be
undertaken in the timescale allocated. Research to underpin the development of the portfolio could
utilise sources such as the internet, professional journals and magazines, radio listening, TV
appreciation and theatre visits. Visits to actual ‘creative writing outlets’ where readings are held
could further widen the candidate’s appreciation of the scope, scale and focus of the material to be
produced for the portfolio evidence. Remember the brief requires the production of a portfolio of
original material to suit the selected publisher /outlet. The extent and type of the portfolio of material
produced will depend on the genre selected. Guidelines for the production of different types of
original material to the stage where a ‘pitch’ can be made have been provided in Units the candidate
has undertaken during the award.
Here are some examples of possible practical assignment briefs that may be considered:






Research the Scottish Arts Council’s funding principles for new writers and create a portfolio
of work for submission using the required application forms. Material produced should meet
required word counts or range of genres requested.
Plan and research a minimum of three specific target literary magazine publications and editors
and create a portfolio of work to submit to one of these targets.
Research the script writing competition set up by (Glasgow Media Access Centre) GMac.
Record detailed information about timing, addresses, and submission criteria. Create a
synopsis, treatment and film scripts as required.
Research three target universities with established creative writing courses. On the basis of
your findings, create a portfolio of work for consideration if applying for a place on a Higher
Education creative writing course.
Plan and research two theatre companies and create a short stage play appropriate for one
selected company.

The Graded Unit could be introduced early in the Course but formal work should begin after the
teaching of the mandatory Units is underway. The candidate must be encouraged to move diligently
through the planning stage and there should also be an early and swift return in the marking of plans
by tutors in order to maximise time for any possible changes of direction or focus.
Tutor led discussions are important in the early stages to help the candidate generate ideas for the
project.
Planning
Individual tutorials could be carried out to assist in channelling and developing possibilities in this
crucial planning stage. The planning section is extremely important and this is reflected in the
marking scheme. A candidate may achieve a maximum of 30% of the marks in this planning stage of
the Graded Unit.
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Higher National Graded Unit specification: instructions for designing the
assessment task and assessing candidates (cont)
Development
In the development stage the candidate must create a portfolio of material that is fitting and
appropriate for the particular assignment brief selected. Some of the portfolio material may be taken
from work already completed in other Units but clearly this material can only be used if it is coherent
and relevant to the brief and its selected target. The writing and presentation of the portfolio should
be of a professional standard and, where relevant, candidates must ensure that the presentation meets
the target recommendations in terms of layout, word count, front covers, pagination style and the
placing of personal details on the scripts. A candidate may achieve a maximum of 50% of the marks
for the development stage.
Evaluation
The evaluation evidence must contain reflection on both the planning and development of the project.
The importance of diary keeping and logging details should be stressed in order that the candidate has
the necessary information to hand for writing up the evaluation. The candidate should be encouraged
to be rigorous in his/her evaluating and should indicate those aspects of the overall experience that
fully engaged him/her in the learning process. It is also important to remind the candidate to evaluate
both positive and negative aspects of his/her work, identifying how the various aspects of the practical
assignment impacted on the overall development and design of the end product. Evaluation also
involves a consideration of those areas of planning and research that did not necessarily yield
expected Outcome s. A candidate may achieve a maximum of 20% of the marks for the evaluation
stage.

Equality and inclusion
This graded unit specification has been designed to ensure that there are no unnecessary barriers to
learning or assessment. The individual needs of learners should be taken into account when planning
learning experiences, selecting assessment methods or considering alternative evidence.
Further advice can be found on our website www.sqa.org.uk/assessmentarrangements.
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Unit Title:

Creative Industries: Professional Writing Skills:
Graded Unit 1

General information for candidates
For this Graded Unit you are required to plan, develop and evaluate a practical assignment brief of
your own choosing and produce a portfolio of original material for a selected publisher/output.
It is important that you manage time very carefully. This is a single credit Unit requiring you to use
the skills learned in other Units and apply them to the practical assignment.
The practical assignment comprises three main sections, planning, developing and evaluation. Close
consultation with your tutor is very important in the early stages of your decision making.
Stage One — This is the planning stage and you must ensure that you record and note all contact
attempts, references, e-mails and research documents. It is also important that you read directives
from your chosen area very carefully. It is important to close read all details that will be forwarded to
you from any external organisation or source. It is also important to read further details about the
organisation/source on any website. You may even decide to attend specific workshops. Clarify any
difficulties or problems you may have at the main source before filling in any forms and paperwork.
You may also be given planning sheets to assist with management of details and timelines.
Objectives have to be clearly monitored.
Stage Two — You will now create a portfolio of material that fits the requirements of the brief. You
may decide to use some work from previous Units, eg Creative Project or Creative Writing for
Vocational Purposes, Scripting for Radio. So, for example, if you are asked for a script for a film
running for 10 minutes, you must select from your existing work or create a new piece that will be
appropriate to the running time. For a university portfolio you must ensure that you cover all genres
given in the university entrance pack. Clearly you want this work to be of the highest standard in
terms of originality of idea and presentation. Whatever original material you place in your portfolio
must ‘fit the bill’ with respect to requirements given.
Stage Three — Evaluation. You are required to reflect and evaluate the whole process. Do not
underestimate the importance of evaluating your own learning process noting what you have learned
and also what you might do differently in future. It is essential that you fully evaluate the planning
stage as well as the portfolio.
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